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           INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Question paper is divided into three groups.
1. Each group is of 25 marks.
1. Figure to the right in bracket indicates mark.
1. Assume suitable data if necessary.

GROUP A : Answer any three questions. (Question No. 1 is compulsory)
Q.1	Why need of style sheets? Explain style sheet properties.		           (05)
Q.2	create a web using tables page giving the following trains details Train Name, 
Starting Place, Destination Place, Fare.				           (10)
Q.3 	Write a Perl program to create a file test-file2.txt. Write and append to it accepting input from the user.						           (10)
Q.4 	Write a program to add elements to the beginning of the array and sort it.  (10)
Q.5 	How a Web Page Element is Manipulated.			                       (10)

GROUP B : Answer any three questions. (Question No. 6 is compulsory)
Q.6	What are cookies?							           (05)
Q.7	What is cookie? What are the limitations on the use of cookie? 	           (10)
Q.8	What is scripting ? Differentiate java script and java.	                       (10)
Q.9	Write the HTML code to create the table shown in the following figure .Set   difference background colour of each cell                                                    (10)
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Q.10.	Write short notes on :-							         
1)TD  	2) TR	3) TH 	4) T BODY

GROUP C: All Questions are Compulsory.
Q.11	Fill in the blanks (Each question carries 2 marks)
(i)	_____________are names that can store data.
(ii)	________ allows linking to other document.
(ii) 	_________ tag starts text from a new line skipping one line in between.
	(iv) 	___________ appears after the <DD> tag of the definition lists.
	(v) 	HTML accepts _________ and ___________ picture formats.



Q.12	Multiple choice question. (Each question carries 2 marks)

(i)	The _________ attribute allows you to establish the beginning of lists number sequence.
	(a) Value				
(b) Start
	(c) Type				
(d) None
(ii) 	A file extension of shtml usually denotes which of the following?
(a) A secure Web document.
(b) A file incorporating a server side include.
(c) A file requiring a server side include.
(d) A MIME type of standard HTML.
 (iii)	Which cookie expire after visitor leaves the website ? 
(a) Temporary				
(b) Persistent
(c) Optional				
(d) None of the above
(iv)	Which form is used for collecting feedback from its viewer and let viewer suggest improvement?
(a) Registration Form			
(b) Subscription Form
(c) Comment Response		
(d) Order Form
(v)       Which event occurs when focus is removed from window?
(a) Abort				
(b) Error
(c) Focus				
(d) Blur		
 
Q.13	True or false (Each question carries 1 marks)
(i)	The Width &height attributes should contain the images Dimension.
(ii) 	HTML supports 6 different levels of headings.
(iii)	Frame is a technique to display multiple document at once.
(iv)	Password field is not form control.
(v)	Cookies provide a method to store information at client side 
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